2018-2019
Enhanced Expenditures

Student Activities
- African Dance and Drumming Troupe
- Camp Pathfinder (8th grade trip to Algonquin Provincial Park)
- Chemistry Club
- Chess Club
- Colombian Sister School Exchange Program
- Fun with Food Program
- Keeping the Dream Alive Assembly
- Masterminds Team
- Model UN
- National Federation of Just Communities
- Purposeful Acts of Love Program
- School Musical
- Sound/Stage Crew
- Speech and Debate Team
- CHS STARS Program (Students with Autism Rising to Success)

Athletics
- JV and Varsity Baseball
- Middle School Baseball
- Boys Varsity Basketball
- JV and Varsity Girls Basketball
- Cheer Team
- Boys and Girls Modified/JV/Varsity Cross Country
- Boys and Girls Crew
- Boys and Girls Golf
- Modified/JV/Varsity Hockey
- Girls JV and Varsity Rugby
- Boys and Girls Modified/JV/Varsity Soccer
- Squash
- Boys and Girls Varsity Swim Teams
- Girls Varsity Track

Student Support
- New Student Orientation Program
- CHS Science Research Program
- Student planner for every CHS student
- Yale Gospel Choir Performance

School/Campus Enhancements
- CHS note cards
- Larynx model for music class
- New iPod for hallway jazz and classical music
- New printer for Foundation
- Summer Institute @ Smithsonian for ELA Dept

Restricted Revenue Disbursement
- Faculty and Student Crisis Support Fund
- Fosdick Field Fund
- Fruit Belt Coalition
- Hofstadter Fund
- International Baccalaureate Program
- Pelion Garden at CHS

MARK YOUR CALENDARS – SAVE THE DATE!

19th Annual Party in the Hall
Friday, May 1, 2020

Ticket information will be communicated soon or visit: cityhonors.org

City Honors Alumni Reunion Weekend 2020 (July 17-19)
The Largest Gathering of Centaurs on Earth!


In its 10th year, Alumni Reunion Weekend has grown into a great tradition that reconnects alums with each other and their alma mater. Visit: cityhonors.org to learn more!
My 13 years as a board member has certainly provided me with insight as to the impact your gifts make to our entire student body, yet I have a unique vantage point that most CH/FMP board directors do not. As a faculty member for 15 years and a parent for 11, I’ve been able to witness first-hand:

- the relief when a parent or student is told they CAN attend a school trip or club competition when their personal finances made them think they wouldn’t be able to attend.
- the difference the student planners make in helping students to organize their assignments.
- the impact a teacher has made when they incorporate the skills learned through a professional development opportunity made possible by the Foundation.

Getting to see, up close, the good the CH/FMP Foundation does for our school is a rare opportunity that I have counted myself very fortunate to experience. As you consider your philanthropic giving for this year, I hope you see a gift to the CH/FMP Foundation as a smart investment. Your commitment to our faculty and students is greatly appreciated.

Elissa Banas, Esq.
President

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL

If you are reading this from outside of Buffalo, hopefully the news has hit you that Buffalo is booming once again and an exciting place to be these days! There is a pronounced difference in how our CHS students talk about our city these days compared to when I began my work as principal in 2005. In addition, our graduates are contributing to this renaissance. In July, I had the privilege of attending the 9th Annual CHS Alumni Reunion Weekend where I caught up with local alumni engaged in a wide range of professions including engineers, teachers, social workers, medical professionals, college professors, community activists, scientists, bank economists and much more. In August, the University at Buffalo’s Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, recently constructed and just blocks from CHS, presented white coats to its newest class of medical students. Six of those coats went to City Honors graduates.

The common thread that I see over and over with City Honors alumni in our community is that they are providing leadership and working to improve the lot of others. Your generosity to the CH/FMP Annual Fund has been a big part of this momentum. With these funds, we have increasingly been able to ensure that none of our 1100 students is left behind when it comes to a fully supportive and enriched educational experience. You believed in the dream of a stronger City Honors and Buffalo - it is happening right before our eyes. Thank you for this!

William A. Kresse Ph.D.
Principal

MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDATION PRESIDENT

Elissa Banas, Esq.
President

Online: Using our secure online form makes giving easy. Simply visit cityhonors.org and click on the “Support CHS” tab.

U.S. Post: You may mail your donation to:
City Honors/Fosdick-Masten Park Foundation
186 East North Street
Buffalo, NY 14204

Updates: Please send us your updated contact information, news or contact information of additional alumni and friends of CHS who would like to receive our mailings!
E-mail your updates to:
foundation@cityhonors.org
or send correspondence to the school’s mailing address: 186 East North Street, Buffalo, NY 14204

PLEASE CONSIDER THESE WAYS TO GIVE:

CH/FMP ANNUAL APPEAL
100% Behind CHS!

YOUR Generosity and Support Make City Honors Stronger

- with the level of quality of musicals that the school is able to put on each year through our funding of lighting and sound equipment.
- the growth of our students into global citizens through the unique and distinct offerings of our International Baccalaureate Diploma Program.

Challenges:
- How do we fund our students’ educational experiences and keep them connected to the school community?

Supporting the CH/FMP Annual Fund allows us to:
- Fund scholarships for families who are committed to a CHS education but have limited financial means.
- Provide our students with the latest technology in the classroom.
- Expand opportunities for CHS students to participate in extracurricular activities and school trips.
- Support our faculty in their professional development.
- Support our students in their global and local community service projects.

For more information about the CH/FMP Annual Fund, please visit cityhonors.org/annual-fund.
Thanks to the generous support of the CHS FMP Foundation, the CHS musical, “Mamma Mia” was the most successful show yet! The club was able to purchase and utilize current technology used by working Broadway design professionals. In addition, we rented state-of-the-art lighting and used special effects, such as projection mapping. The support from the Foundation also helped immensely in renting microphones and hiring a sound engineer to work with the sound crew students on how to effectively design and execute a show. – James Moses, Musical Director

The CHS Speech and Debate team greatly benefits from the generosity of the Foundation to fund the team as a whole, providing not only the stipend for the coach, but also paying the regional and state dues required to compete at both levels. This helps to ease the financial burden on the students. Students who qualify for the state tournament, held at Hofstra University every April, must also pay for their travel and lodging, so the funding they receive that pays for the regional and state dues definitely helps out! – Dallas Belge, Speech and Debate Advisor

During the annual 8th-grade class trip to Camp Pathfinder, a four-day wilderness retreat to Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, students participate in a number of structured, guided activities including hiking, canoeing, confidence course, art and forestry skills. Many of the activities of the trip fulfill parts of the City Honors International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program. The expected outcome is that the students graduate with a sense of the world in relation to personal identity, environmental stewardship, and cultural awareness. Contributions from the CHS/FMP Foundation help to ensure all students can attend Pathfinder regardless of whether or not it is within a family’s budget to afford the cost. Last year, 25 students received full or partial scholarships. – James Sharratt; 8th Grade Class Advisor

Sixty-five students – from eighth graders to high school seniors – participate in the City Honors Crew varsity and novice programs. As the only public-school rowing program in WNY, Crew is a club program, which means all financial support comes from dues, fundraising and charitable contributions, like those from the CH/FMP Foundation. For many years, the club has used monies raised to help cover the cost of uniforms for rowers. In recent years, the club has also set aside a portion of each grant to fund its rower assistance program. It is the policy of City Honors Crew that no rower should be prevented from participating for financial reasons, so the club provides financial assistance to families whose circumstances may prevent the payment of full dues. The crew program has grown in numbers in recent years and has also enjoyed terrific success on the water, with a women’s team winning a state title in 2019 and both the women’s and men’s boats qualifying for nationals in recent years. – Patrick Lakamp, Crew Coach

City Honors School at Fosdick -Masten Park

FAST FACTS:
Student Enrollment for 2019-2020: 1085
Faculty: 88
Minority Enrollment: 45%*
Languages Other Than English Spoken in Students’ Households: 23
Students Qualifying for Free and Reduced Lunch: 35%
Students With Special Needs: 13%
World Language Instruction: French, Mandarin Chinese, Spanish
Graduates Earning Advanced Regents Diplomas: 88%
Equity and Excellence Percentage: 96%
(Graduates meeting college credit threshold in one or more AP/IB course)
*does not include students of Middle Eastern decent

FOUNDING DATE:
(Fosdick) Masten Park High School, 1897
City Honors School, 1975

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP:
William A. Kresse, Ph.D. — Principal since 2005
Tandy J. Hamilton – Assistant Principal since 2009
Angela R. Hannah – Assistant Principal since 2004
Carla L. McDow – Assistant Principal since 2018

ACCREDITATION AND AUTHORIZATION:
• New York State Regents
• International Baccalaureate World School

DISTINCTIONS:
• Gold medal school by US News and World Report
• Ranked #1 high school and middle school in WNY by Business First

SPECIAL SCHOOL PROGRAMS:
• Confucius Classroom School (Handan Grant)
• International Baccalaureate Diploma Program since 1989
• International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program since 2008
• Pelion Community Garden at City Honors School
• Science Research Program at Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus
• STARS (Students with Autism Rising to Success)
• Bloomberg Global Scholars Program

YOUR GIFTS AT WORK

CAMP PATHFINDER

SPEECH AND DEBATE

CREW
2018-2019 Donors

Thank you to these generous individuals who supported City Honors School with generous gifts between October, 2018 and September, 2019. This list includes payroll donations made through United Way and State Employees Federated Appeal (SEFA), as well as matching gifts.

Red and Silver Circle ($100-$499)

Anonymous (3)
Aiza Abaifal
Gordon and Carey Anderson
Michael Anelli (in honor of all past and present staff)

Deborah Bagby
Elissa and Bill Banas
Julie Barrett O'Neill
Chris Bartolomei
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bernhardt, Jr.
Suzanne Biswold
(in honor of Eliot Solomon '19)
Jonathan and Hinako Bird
Scott Blackman
Benjamin Cady
Cassie Cammarata
Lou Carvelli
(in memory of John Owen Toy)

Elena Conti Blatto
Meredith Costello
Dhanapati Dahal
Jacob Darling
Elle Dauringar and Arin Bhattacharjee
Paul Dell
Michael DiDomencio
(in honor of Aneela DiDomencio '26)
Thomas and Tania Diu
Dianne Duerr
(in memory of Robert Duerr '35)
Lynn and James Duggan
(in memory of Vijayan 'VJ'
Kartha '90)
Ann Dunham
Daniel Duraw
Esther Eagan
Amos Edelman
Linda Ennesser Antkowiak
Concetta Ferguson
Laura and Stephen Ferrino
Scott and Jessie Fisher
Ruth Fleming
Benjamin Fleming
Meredith Flower
Peter and Jacqueline Flynn
(in honor of the Flynn Children)
Jeffrey Frick
Ted and Joyce Fyda
Yves Gachette
Peter Galvin and Amy Galvin
Jenna Gasko
Chris and Ann Geyelys
Jacqueline Gosen
Julia Hall and Patrick Mahoney
Gregory Halpern
Samuel and Carrie Hamlett
Jim and Anne Harrington
(in memory of John Toy)

Michael Harris
Margaret Harris
Beth Hayes
Melanie Henderson
Lauren Hill
Harvil and Sandy Hill
Karen and Les Hoffman
Paul Hojnacki
(in honor of Florence Hojnacki)
Christine Human
Molly Hutton and Bill Solomon
Patrick and Gail Janiga
Jonathan Johnsen and
Margaret Phillips
Robert Kaplan and Jean Doerr
(in honor of Anna Kaplan '01)
Krishnan Kartha
Theresa Kazmierzak
Kathleen Kelleher
Bob and Kathy King
(in memory of John Toy)

Michael King and Tracy King
Rosenhahn
Melissa and Bart Kresse
Michael Kuettel

Ann Marie Lamm
Erin Langdon
Aubrey Lloyd
Kenneth and Jennifer Loncke
Jason Luna
Terra Lynch
Kathleen Manley
Marianthi Markatou
Marc and Amanda Marrano
Alberta Matesick
Patrick McDevit and Sarah Antos
Lois and Ben Mesler
(in honor of Steve Mesler and Leigh Mesler Parise)

Richard and Patricia Miodonski
(in memory of Jack Anthony)
Kimberly Morrell
Ann Mosner
(in memory of Carolyn Morgante)
Jennifer Murphy
Amy Nagy
Olive and Jean Bosco Ndayishimiye
Network for Good
John and Denise O'Donnell
(in memory of Mary Kiefer)

Brad Orego
Heather Orom
Timm Otterson and Laurie Ousley
Connie Pacheco
The Perez Family
William and Nancy Peter
(in honor of Gabriella Fantini)

David Pote
(in memory of John Toy)

Hawar Qadir
Mark and Thresa Rampado
Michelle Randel
Jennifer Read
Marie Ricchiuzzi Battaglia
Rowland Richards and Monica Eagan
West Richter, Jr.
Michael Robinson
Bobbie Rodriguez
Kenneth and Kathleen Rogers
Aaron Rudnicki
Amy Runfola
Donald Scott III
Tava Shanchuk and Kevin Shirley
Victor and Deborah Shanchuk, Jr.
Nicole and Ryan Shepherd
Jeremy Sherlock

Irene Solomon
Lauren Somma
(in memory of John Toy)

Mark Sommer
Brian and Catherine Linder Spencer
Hugh and Susan Stephens
Andrew and Katrina Sutherland
(in honor of Cameron Sutherland)
Jan Svec
Andrew Talal

Tamara Towles Schwen
David and Patricia Ulrich
Paul Van Kerkhove
Emily Vezina
Andrea Weinstein and Joseph Kresse
James Verick
Edward and Claire White
Josh Wilson and Lauren Makeyenko
Kevin Wyckoff

Centaur Club ($500-$999)
Anonymous (4)
Jared Aldstadt
Ellen Barnum
Scott Becker
Sherrie Bernat
(in honor of Sara Bernat '90
and Julian Delisle '25)

Jennifer Borne
Dorothea Braemer
Colin Brinson
Matthew Calpari
Lorenzo Capers
Class of 2023

Mahlen and Jackie Cummins
Teresa Di Gioia
(in honor or Spencer Lenahan '26)
Martin Dwyer
(in memory of Marie Ellen
Holme-Dwyer)

Cynthia and David Edwards
Ellen Farrell
Joshua Feinstein
Cathy and David Fitzpatrick
Sheila Flaherty
Michael Flaherty, Jr.
Efrat and Craig Forgette
Chandra Galante
Wesley Gamble
Pam Gay
(in honor of L. Rebecca Gay)
Jeanne Glover
(in memory of John Toy)

Kathy and Chip Grecco
Kenneth and Kathleen Haggerty
Laura Herzog
Andrew and Maria Kahn
Tajanyi Ki
Rick Kleinsmith
(in memory of John Toy)

Michael Nagy

Barbara Kopiec
(in honor of Leandra Beharry '10
and Dennis Locurto
(in memory of Mike Locurto)

Marilyn LoFaro-O'Neill
Olga Lownie

Michele and Brendan Mehanzy
Mistretta Family
Joe and Allison Murphy
Michelle Norris
(in honor of Jane Norris)

Centaur Club ($500-$999)
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